**Listed prices are based on current inventory and are CASH prices.**

### Deckovers
- **$5,495** 17+3 14K, f/u ramps, primer, cwh
- **$6,150** 19+3 14K, HD f/u ramps, primer, cwh, 102”
- **$6,250** 21+3 14K, f/u ramps, primer, 102”
- **$6,550** 21+3 14K, HD f/u ramps, primer, 102”
- **$6,695** 18+4 14K, MONSTER, primer, 102”
- **$7,125** 20+4 14K, MONSTER, primer, 102”

### Tandem Dumps
- **$275** Rolled tarp kit for PJ Dumps
- **$4,795** PJ 5x10 7K (TA) Dump, split gate, primer, cwh
- **$7,995** PJ 96x14 14K Dump, s/s, primer
- **$7,745** PJ 83x14 14K MedPro Dump, s/s, primer, 10K jack, no tarp
- **$8,350** PJ 83x14 LowPro 14K Dump, s/s, primer, tarp, 12K jack
- **$8,395** PJ 83x14 MedPro, s/s, primer, cwh, tarp, hyd jack
- **$8,495** PJ 83x16 14K MedPro Dump, s/s, primer, 10K jack, tarp
- **$8,850** PJ 83x14 MedPro GOOSE Dump, 14K, s/s, primer
- **$9,295** PJ 83x16 MedPro GOOSE Dump, 14K, s/s, primer

### Midsota
- **$ CALL** 14K NOVA 82x14 14K, jack upgrade, tarp

### Skidsteer Attachments
- **$125** Jenkins Full Quick Attach Plate
- **$250** Jenkins Receiver Hitch / Trailer Mover
- **$725** Jenkins 48” Pallet forks—Rated at 5,500#'s
- **$1,250** Jenkins 7” Snow Bucket
- **$1,350** Jenkins 8” Snow Bucket
- **$CALL** Jenkins 9” Snow Bucket
- **$1,900** Jenkins 84” Land planer w/scarifier
- **$2,050** Jenkins 6” Backhoe 18” bucket w/thumb
- **$3,000** Jenkins Auger Combo (head, 9”, 12” & 18”)
- **$3,350** Jenkins 6” Tiller
- **$4,650** Jenkins 6” Brush mower
- **$1,400** Jenkins 5x4 Pallet Fork grapple
- **$2,000** Jenkins 64” Root Grapple
- **$2,050** Jenkins 72” Root Grapple
- **$2,100** Jenkins 78” Root Grapple
- **$2,250** Jenkins 84” Root Grapple
- **$2,050** Jenkins 68” Skeleton Grapple
- **$2,200** Jenkins 74” Skeleton Grapple
- **$2,400** Jenkins 76” Brush Grapple
- **$875** Shafer 78” Bucket w/ weld on edge
- **$1,000** Shafer 66” Bucket w/ bolt on edge

### Classic Goosenecks
- **$8,995** PJ 27+5, 21K, 3 ramps, support arms, primer, cwh, bulldog
- **$10,100** 23+5 14K LowPro, MONSTER, arms, G tires, elec/hyd, primer
- **$10,295** PJ 21+5 20K LowPro, 3 ramps, arms, primer
- **$11,250** PJ 27+5 20K, MONSTER, primer
- **$10,950** PJ 20+4 6” 10” ProBeam SW Equip, 20K, MONSTER, prmr
- **$ CALL** Midsota PINTLE, 36’ full power tilt, special order 32K
- **$ CALL** Midsota 27+5 20K Gooseneck, Jumbo ramps

### PJ Skidsteer Haulers
- **$4,850** 16+2 14K Skidsteer trailer, f/u ramps, primer, cwh, rubrail
- **$4,950** 18+2 14K Skidsteer trailer, f/u ramps, primer, rubrail
- **$5,150** 20+2 14K Skidsteer trailer, f/u ramps, primer, rubrail
- **$5,850** 20+2 14K 6” Superwide, f/u ramps, primer
- **$7,395** 18+2 8” Equipment, 16K, f/u ramps, primer, cwh, bulldog
- **$7,895** 18+2 8” Superwide, 16K, f/u ramps, primer, cwh, bulldog
- **$9,600** 20+2 H7 10” ProBeam Superwide Equip, 20K, HD f/u ramps, prmr

### Equipment Tilts
- **$6,395** 16+4 14K 6” Superwide Tilt, primer, cwh
- **$6,150** 16+4, 14K Equipment Tilt, primer, cwh
- **$6,295** 16+6 14K Equipment Tilt, primer, cwh
- **$8,395** 16+6 16K Equipment Tilt, primer
- **$ CALL** MIDSOTA 20’ tilt bed, 14K (4’ stationary, 16 tilt)
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Electric brakes on both axles

10,000# PJ Buggy Haulers
$3,995  20’ Buggy Hauler, straight deck, stored ramps
$4,050  18+2 Buggy Hauler, f/u ramps (2019 Model)
$4,250  18+2 Buggy Hauler, f/u ramps (2020 Model)
$4,100  22’ Buggy Hauler, straight deck, stored ramps
$4,425  20+2 Buggy Hauler, rear slide in ramps
$4,575  20+2 Buggy Hauler, 4’ HD gate

7000# Car Haulers
$2,850  PJ 16’ straight, C4, stored ramps
$2,950  PJ 14+4, C4, stored ramps
$3,150  PJ 16+2, stored ramps
$3,195  PJ 18+2, stored ramps

10,000# Car Haulers
$3,700  18+2 stored ramps, diamond plate steel fenders
$3,750  18+2 f/u ramps
$3,995  18+2 4’ HD gate
$3,750  20+2 stored ramps
$3,850  20+2 f/u ramps
$4,150  20+2 4’ HD gate

10,000# Tilt Trailers
$5,100  20’ Hydraulic Quick Tilt, Diamond Plate Steel fenders, rubrail
$5,150  22’ Hydraulic Quick Tilt, Diamond Plate Steel fenders, rubrail

7K & 10K Tandem Axle Utilities
7K Utilities
$2,925  83x14+2 w/ 3’ gate, ATV
$3,075  83x16+2 w/ 4’ gate, ATV
$3,150  83x18+2 w/ 3’ gate, ATV
$2,995  83x20+2 w/ 4’ gate, ATV

10K Utilities
$3,495  83x14+2 w/ 4’ HD gate
$3,550  83x16+2 w/ 4’ HD gate
$3,600  83x18+2 w/ 4’ HD gate
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PJ Utilities 3500# & 5200#

$1,775  5' x 8'+2'  w/ 3' gate
$1,795  72" x 8'+2' w/ 3' gate
$1,850  72" x 10'+2'  w/ 3' gate
$1,825  77" x 8'+2'  w/ 3' gate
$1,895  77" x 10'+2'  w/ 3' gate
$1,950  77" x 10'+2'  w/ 3' gate, ATV
$1,995  77" x 12'+2'  w/ 3' gate, ATV
$2,100  77" x 10'+2'  w/ 3' gate, ATV, 3500# elec. Brakes
$2,425  77" x 12'+2'  w/ 3' gate, ATV, 5200# elec. Brakes

$2,000  83" x 10'+2'  w/ 3' gate, ATV
$2,030  83" x 14'       w/ 4' gate, ATV
$2,050  83" x 12'+2'  w/ 3' gate, ATV
$2,225  83" x 12'+2'  w/ 3' gate, ATV, 3500# elec. Brakes
$2,495  83" x 12'+2'  w/ 3' gate, ATV, 5200# elec. Brakes
$2,495  83" x 12'+2'  w/ 4' gate, ATV, 5200# elec. Brakes

Bear Track Aluminum

$2,125  53" x 96"    Utility trailer w/ side rail kit, LED, aluminum wheels
$2,475  65" x 120"  Utility trailer w/ side rail kit, LED, aluminum wheels
$2,650  76" x 120"  Utility trailer w/ side rail kit, LED, aluminum wheels
$2,850  76" x 144"  Utility trailer w/ side rail kit, LED, aluminum wheels
$3,100  80" x 144"  HD Utility trailer, no side rail kit, LED, 14" alum. Wheels
$3,795  80" x 168"  HD Utility trailer, w/ side rail kit, LED, 14" alum. Wheels
$3,375  80" x 168"  HD Utility trailer, no side rail kit, LED, 14" alum. wheels

Pre-Owned Trailers

$1,950  Midsota 77” Industrial Grapple
$1,450  2016 PJ 5x10 SA Utility w/ gate
$1,795  2009 PJ 14+2 10k Equipment f/u Ramps
$7,900  2013 PJ 27+5 Gooseneck, 20K, 3 ramps
$4,400  2014 Felling 81x18 14K Equipment Trailer

** Huge Parts Department - Financing Available **

*Listed prices are based on current inventory and are CASH prices.*